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a b s t r a c t

The layered perovskite PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co2O5+ı (PBSC) was investigated as a cathode material for a solid oxide
fuel cell using an oxide proton conductor based on BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3−ı (BZCY). The sintering conditions
for the PBSC–BZCY composite cathode were optimized, resulting in the lowest area-specific resistance
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and apparent activation energy obtained with the cathode sintered at 1200 ◦C for 2 h. The maximum
power densities of the PBSC–BZCY/BZCY/NiO–BZCY cell were 0.179, 0.274, 0.395, and 0.522 W cm−2 at
550, 600, 650, and 700 ◦C, respectively with a 15 �m thick electrolyte. A relatively low cell interfacial
polarization resistance of 0.132 � cm2 at 700 ◦C indicated that the PBSC–BZCY could be a good cathode
candidate for intermediate temperature SOFCs with BZCY electrolyte.
ayered perovskite
athode

. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are considered to be one of the
ost promising energy conversion devices due to their high-

nergy conversion efficiency, ability to use low cost non-precious
etal catalysts, fuel flexibility and system compactness compared

o other types of fuel cells [1]. However, SOFCs are currently
ot economically competitive due to problems associated mainly
ith high temperature (>800 ◦C) operation, including performance
egradation of cell components resulting from high temperature
xidation, corrosion, chemical interdiffusion and reaction, struc-
ural failure due to creep deformation, high thermal stress at the
nterfaces of the various SOFC components, as well as high cost of
he overall SOFC system [2,3]. One approach to cost reduction is
o decrease the SOFC operating temperature below 700 ◦C so that
nexpensive metals can be used for interconnects, heat exchangers,

anifolding and other structural components of the SOFC system
4].

The SOFCs using oxide proton-conducting ceramics are cur-
ently under consideration for applications at intermediate
emperatures (500–800 ◦C) [5,6]. In contrast to pure oxygen-ion

onducting SOFCs, proton-conducting SOFCs have lower reac-
ion activation energy of H+ motion [7] and form water in
he cathode chamber, which can avoid problems associated
ith fuel dilution [8]. Considerable efforts have been made
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to develop conductors with high conductivity and stability
such as BaZryCe0.8−yY0.2O3−ı which is a leading mixed proton
and oxide-ion conducting electrolyte material for intermediate
temperature applications [5,6,9–12]. Despite the advantages of
proton-conducting ceramics at intermediate temperature, a major
concern with reduced temperatures is the deterioration of cath-
ode performance. This behavior originates from poor cathodic
electrochemical activity for oxygen reduction and high cathode
concentration overpotential due to water generation in the cathode
chamber.

The development of proper cathode materials for protonic
ceramic membrane fuel cells in order to improve materials com-
patibility and reduce costs remains a challenge. Noble metals
(Pt, Pd) as well as simple perovskite-type mixed ionic–electronic
conductors (MIEC) such as La0.6Sr0.4CoO3−ı, Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3−ı,
La0.5Sr0.5FeO3−ı and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−ı have been extensively
studied as cathodes for intermediate temperature SOFCs (IT-SOFCs)
[13,14]. However, not much attention has been paid to layered per-
ovskite materials. Recently, cation-ordered LnBaCo2O5+ı (Ln = La,
Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Y) have been systemically investigated as
cathodes for oxygen-ion conductor SOFCs [15]. Among the vari-
ous layered LnBaCo2O5+ı oxides, PrBaCo2O5+ı has the highest bulk
diffusion coefficient, surface exchange coefficient and the lowest
area-specific polarization resistance for SOFCs based on samarium-

doped ceria electrolyte. These results indicate that layer-structured
oxides are promising alternative materials for SOFC cathodes
[16].

The oxygen-ion diffusivity and surface exchange coefficients
of PrBaCo2O5+ı (PBC) at 350 ◦C are about 10−5 cm2 s−1 and
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0−3 cm s−1, respectively, which are 2–3 orders of magnitude
igher than those of La0.5Sr0.5CoO3+ı [17]. In addition, the area-
pecific resistance value of a composite cathode using PBC on a
e0.9Gd0.1O2−ı electrolyte was found to be as low as 0.15 � cm2 at
00 ◦C. More recently, Kim and coworkers reported a novel layered
rBa0.5Sr0.5Co2O5+ı (PBSC) perovskite that demonstrated advanced
lectrochemical properties as a cathode in an oxygen-ion SOFC
ased on doped ceria electrolyte used in intermediate tempera-
ure regimes. Consequently, PBSC can be potentially utilized as a
athode material for IT-SOFC applications due to its unique combi-
ation of superior catalytic activity and similar thermal expansion
oefficient compared to other SOFC components [18]. However,
he proton-conducting property of PBSC is not enough for an IT-
OFC based on protonic electrolyte such as BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3−ı

BZCY) since PBSC is a mixed ionic and electronic conductor. The
ost popular approach to enhance the proton-conducting prop-

rty of the cathode is to prepare a composite cathode which is
mixture of PBSC and protonic-conducting electrolyte. The ther-
al expansion coefficient of the composite cathode can also be

educed closely to that of the electrolyte [13]. Furthermore, the
verpotential of the composite cathode is expected to be reduced
ue to the increased length of three-phase boundaries [19]. Conse-
uently, it is anticipated that enhanced SOFC cell performance may
e obtained by using such a composite cathode consisting of PBSC
nd BZCY.

The objective of this study is to investigate the application of the
ayered perovskite PBSC in the IT-SOFCs based on BZCY electrolyte.
n this work, the electrochemical performance of the PBSC–BZCY
omposite cathode was evaluated using symmetrical cells. In addi-
ion, a suspension-coating technique was employed to fabricate the
ZCY thin film and the single cell performance with PBSC–BZCY
omposite cathode was also investigated at a range of tempera-
ures.

. Experimental

.1. Powder preparation

The cathode and electrolyte powders were synthesized by
modified Pechini process. The starting materials consisting

f Pr(NO3)3·6H2O (Alfa Aesar), Ba(NO3)2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.95%),
r(NO3)2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.5%), and Co(NO3)2·6H2O (Alfa Aesar,
9.9%) as metal precursors. In addition, EDTA (Ethylenediaminete-
raacetic acid, Alfa Aesar, 99%) and citric acid (Alfa Aesar,
9%) were used as chelating and complexing agents, respec-
ively for the PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co2O5+ı synthesis. Ammonium hydroxide
Sigma–Aldrich, NH3 content 28.0% to 30.0%) was added to promote
he dissolution of EDTA in deionized water. An appropriate amount
f barium nitrate was first dissolved in deionized water. An aqueous
olution of EDTA and ammonia (pH ∼ 9) was then added drop-wise
o the barium solution. The mixture was kept at 50 ◦C with mild
ontinuous stirring until a clear solution was obtained. An aque-
us solution containing stoichiometric amounts of praseodymium,
trontium and cobalt salts was subsequently slowly added to the
arium nitrate solution. Finally, an appropriate amount of citric
cid was added (citric acid:metal nitrates:EDTA molar = 1.5:1:1)
nd the final solution was stirred at room temperature for 24 h.
ater was then slowly evaporated on a hot plate and the result-

ng brown gel was dried at 300 ◦C. The dried ashes were then
laced in a muffle furnace and treated at 1100 ◦C for 6 h in air to

emove the residual organic residue. The BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3−ı elec-
rolyte powders were also fabricated by the similar process with
a(NO3)2, Ce(NO3)3·6H2O, Y(NO3)3·6H2O, and ZrO(NO3)2·2H2O as
he precursor materials and then calcined at 1100 ◦C for 6 h in
ir.
rces 195 (2010) 5468–5473 5469

2.2. Cell fabrication

As-prepared BZCY powders were mixed and ground in a mortar
and pestle and uniaxially pressed into pellets at 400 MPa, fol-
lowed by sintering at 1450 ◦C for 5 h in air. Symmetrical electrode
configuration was used to measure the electrode electrochemical
performance. For the composite cathode, 50 wt.% PBSC and BZCY
powders were mixed homogeneously and made into slurry with a
commercial binder (V-006, Heraeus). The slurry was screen-printed
onto both sides of the BZCY pellets, followed by sintering at differ-
ent temperatures to obtain symmetrical cathode cells.

The anode-supported BZCY half-cells were prepared by a
suspension-coating method. Substrates consisting of 65 wt.% NiO
(Sigma–Aldrich, 99.99%) and 35 wt.% BZCY were fabricated with
die pressing. NiO and BZCY were pre-mixed and ball-milled for
24 h. The mixed powders were pressed uniaxially into pellets
with a diameter of 15 mm, followed by firing at 800 ◦C for 2 h
to form porous substrates. BZCY electrolyte films were deposited
on the as-prepared substrates with a suspension-coating method.
BZCY powders and dispersants were mixed with absolute ethanol
and ball-milled for 48 h to form a stable suspension with 10 wt.%
solid content. The suspension was then drop-coated onto the sub-
strates with an injector. The electrolyte thickness was controlled
by the amount of BZCY suspension coated on the substrate sur-
face. To avoid cracks formation as induced from evaporation of
the organics, the film was dried in an ethanol ambient at room
temperature. The electrolyte coated anode substrates were then
co-fired at 1400 ◦C for 5 h to form a dense electrolyte film. Subse-
quently, PBSC–BZCY cathode slurry was then screen-printed onto
the BZCY electrolyte, followed by sintering at 1200 ◦C for 2 h to
form a PBSC–BZCY/BZCY/NiO–BZCY cell. The apparent area of the
cathode is 0.3 cm2.

2.3. Cell test

Silver paste (Heraeus, component metallization C8809) was
painted on the cathode, and then fired at 500 ◦C for 1 h to form
a porous silver current collector. The single cell was attached and
sealed on an alumina tube using the silver paste. The cell was heated
to 600 ◦C with hydrogen flowing to the anode and NiO was reduced
to Ni in situ. The cell was stabilized at 550 ◦C for 2 h before tests.
Electrochemical tests were performed with the humidified hydro-
gen as fuel and ambient air as oxidant.

2.4. X-ray diffraction measurement, microstructure and
performance characterization

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the prepared PBSC, BZCY
powders and PBSC–BZCY composite cathode were obtained in a
Mini X-ray diffractometer using Cu K� radiation (� = 0.15418 nm),
employing a scanning rate of 10◦ min−1 in the 2� range of 20◦

to 80◦. The data were matched with the reference data for the
identification of crystal structures. The microstructures of the sym-
metrical half-cell and single cell were investigated using a scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta-XL 30 model). Cathode elec-
trochemical performance and area-specific resistances (ASRs) were
evaluated using the symmetrical cells at open-circuit voltage in
air as a function of temperature between 550 and 800 ◦C with
a temperature increment of 50 ◦C. AC impedance characteristics

were measured with an electrochemical station (Versa STAT3-400,
METEK) over a frequency range of 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz and a 10 mV
ac perturbation. The cathode polarization was determined from
the differences of the low- and high-frequency intercept on the
impedance curves and then divided by 2.
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ig. 1. XRD patterns for (a) the pure Ba0.5Sr0.5Co2O5+ı (PBSC) powders calcined at
100 ◦C for 6 h, (b) the BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3−ı (BZCY) powders calcined at 1100 ◦C for
h, and (c and d) PBSC–BZCY composite cathodes calcined in air for 2 h at 900 and
100 ◦C, respectively.

. Results and discussion
.1. Phase formation

XRD results of pure PBSC, BZCY powder and PBSC–BZCY compos-
te cathodes are shown in Fig. 1. The PBSC and BZCY oxides prepared

ig. 3. Cross-section images of the post-examined symmetrical cathodes. PBSC–BZ
PBSC–BZCY)/electrolyte (BZCY) interface sintered at 900 ◦C (c) and 1200 ◦C (d) for 2 h.
Fig. 2. Area-specific resistance (ASR) results for the symmetrical cells of PBSC–BZCY
sintered in air for 2 h at 900, 1100 and 1200 ◦C, respectively.

by the modified EDTA-citrate combustion method after calcination

at 1100 ◦C for 6 h in air are all identified as single phases. In the XRD
result presented in Fig. 1(a), there are no any peaks attributable
to impurities and the structure of PBSC is identified as tetrago-
nal, which is in good agreement with the literature result [20].
The as-prepared powder of BZCY exhibits a single perovskite phase

CY bulk for cathode sintered at 900 ◦C (a) and 1200 ◦C (b) for 2 h; cathode
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fuel as shown in Fig. 4. Maximum power densities of 0.179, 0.274,
0.395, and 0.522 W cm−2 with the OCV values of 1.117, 1.092, 1.063,
and 1.033 V were obtained at 550, 600, 650, and 700 ◦C, respec-
tively. These initial results suggest that the cell performance is
ig. 4. Performance of the single cell under humidified hydrogen atmosphere at
ifferent temperatures.

tructure after calcination at 1100 ◦C for 6 h in air. Special attention
hould be given to the phase reaction between PBSC and BZCY in the
athode fabrication process and its potential influence on the cell
erformance. Mixtures of PBSC and BZCY were heat-treated for 2 h
t various temperatures between 900 and 1200 ◦C and the phase
omposition was analyzed. The results shown in Fig. 1(c and d)
eveal that no reaction between PBSC and BZCY occurred at 1200 ◦C,
ndicating that the layered perovskite PBSC is chemically compati-
le with the BZCY electrolyte. The PBSC therefore can be used as the
athode in direct contact with the BZCY electrolyte for IT-SOFCs.

.2. Effect of sintering temperature on cathode performance

To investigate the effect of sintering temperature on the perfor-
ances of the PBSC–BZCY composite cathodes, cathode specimens
ere sintered at 900, 1100 and 1200 ◦C in air for 2 h. The ASRs

f PBSC–BZCY composite cathodes with respect to various sinter-
ng temperatures are summarized in Fig. 2. From these results, it
an be seen that the PBSC–BZCY composite cathode sintered at
200 ◦C exhibited the lowest ASR values of 0.197 � cm2 at 800 ◦C,
.551 � cm2 at 700 ◦C, and 1.669 � cm2 at 600 ◦C, which were
lmost one order of magnitude lower than those of PBSC–BZCY
athode sintered at 900 ◦C for 2 h. The apparent activation ener-
ies (Ea) of PBSC–BZCY cathodes sintered at different temperatures
ere also shown in Fig. 2. The Ea values of PBSC–BZCY cath-

des sintered at 900 ◦C, 1100 ◦C, and 1200 ◦C are 137.62 kJ mol−1,
05.33 kJ mol−1, and 82.33 kJ mol−1, respectively. Low apparent
ctivation energy indicated that PBSC–BZCY cathode sintered at
200 ◦C had less chemical barrier for oxygen reduction, which
esulted in a low ASR value [1,13].

One possible origin of the low ASR value of the material sin-
ered at 1200 ◦C is microstructural enhancement. The fracture
ross-sections of the PBSC–BZCY composite cathodes revealed the
icrostructure of the optimal sintering temperature (Fig. 3). Com-

ared with the composite cathode sintered at 1200 ◦C (Fig. 3(b)
nd (d)), the PBSC particles sintered at 900 ◦C for 2 h (Fig. 3 (a))
ere smaller. It is well known that a composite cathode can not

nly reduce the mismatch of thermal expansion between the cath-
de and the electrolyte, but also minimize the ionic conduction
iscontinuities in the cathode. Employing an elevated sintering
emperature can increase the triple-phase-boundary contact of
composite cathode [1,13,19]. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the cath-
de sintered at 900 ◦C showed relatively poor adhesion at the
athode/electrolyte interface and was easily peeled off. Better
dhesion was observed when the cathodes were sintered at 1200 ◦C
Fig. 3(d)). At 900 ◦C, the temperature was not high enough to
Fig. 5. Impedance spectra of the cell measured under open-circuit conditions at
different temperatures.

result in a structure of sufficient particle necking for good con-
tact and adhesion. At higher temperatures, enhanced necking of
the composite electrode particles resulted in improved contact
and adhesion. Consequently, the results indicate that a sintering
temperature of 1200 ◦C seems to provide a good balance between
the conflicting electrode requirements of maintaining a porous,
relatively high surface-area structure while at the same time pro-
viding a strong and well-bonded interface with adequate adhesion.
It should be noted that the sintering temperature might be fur-
ther optimized by increasing the sintering temperature to obtain a
lower ASR and better interfacial adhesion. However, possible sec-
ondary phases might form at elevated temperature between PBSC
and BZCY [21]. Study on the phase stability as well as the ASR of the
cathode changes with time over an extended period of time under
fuel cell operations will be performed and will be reported in the
future communications.

3.3. Cell performance

The performance of PBSC–BZCY composite cathode for IT-SOFCs,
was evaluated by measuring the polarization characteristics of the
cells from 550 to 700 ◦C with humidified hydrogen (<3% H2O) as
Fig. 6. The interfacial polarization resistances (Rp), ohmic resistances (Ro), total
resistances (Rt), and the ratio of interfacial polarization resistance to total resis-
tance (Rp/Rt) obtained from the impedance spectra at different temperatures of the
cell.
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Fig. 7. Cross-section images of the post-examined single cell: (a) the cell w

ery promising and the electrolyte membrane is sufficiently dense.
n addition, the cell with a PBSC–BZCY composite cathode fabri-
ated in this study demonstrated higher power densities than those
0.128, 0.245, and 0.377 W cm−2 at 550, 600, and 650 ◦C, respec-
ively) reported using a layered perovskite SmBa0.5Sr0.5Co2O5+ı

athode measured at or below 650 ◦C [22]. The enhanced per-
ormance is thought to arise from a denser electrolyte used in
his study and the relatively low interfacial polarization resis-
ance. Fig. 5 displays the impedance spectra of the cell measured
nder open-circuit conditions at different temperatures. The high-
requency intercept corresponds to the ohmic resistance of the cell
Ro), while the low-frequency intercept corresponds to the total
esistance of the cell (Rt). Therefore, the difference between the
igh-frequency and low-frequency intercepts with the real axis
epresents the total interfacial polarization resistance (Rp) of the
ell, including the cathode–electrolyte interfacial resistance and
he anode–electrolyte interfacial resistance [13]. As expected, the
ncrease of the measuring temperature resulted in a significant
eduction of the interfacial polarization resistances as shown in
ig. 6, typically from 1.359 � cm2 at 550 ◦C to 0.132 � cm2 at 700 ◦C.
he low polarization resistances indicated that PBSC–BZCY com-
osite cathode was a good candidate for operation at 700 ◦C. As
hown in Fig. 6, Rt is mainly dominated by Rp at or below 600 ◦C,
owever, above 600 ◦C, Rt is mainly dominated by Ro. Further anal-
sis shows that the ratio of Rp to Rt decreases with the increase in
perating temperature, from 67% at 550 ◦C to 29% at 700 ◦C, indi-
ating that the cell performance is significantly limited by Rp at
ow temperatures. Compared to the fuel cell with a uniform anode
nd electrolyte but with other layered perovskite cathode materi-
ls such as PrBaCuFeO5+ı [23], GdBaCo2O5+ı [24], and SmBaCo2O5+ı

25], the interfacial resistance of PBSC is lower than these com-
on alternative cathode materials at temperatures below 700 ◦C.

he improvement might be due to the high bulk diffusion coef-
cient and surface exchange coefficient. The results confirm that
BSC–BZCY may be a promising alternative cathode for intermedi-
te temperature SOFCs using proton conductor as an electrolyte.

The cross-section micrograph of the single cell after the elec-
rochemical tests is provided in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the
ense BZCY membrane (ca. 15 �m) indicates that the drop-coating
echnique was successful. Compared with other thin film depo-
ition technologies such as co-pressing [26], screen-printing [27]

nd gel-casting [28], the drop-coating technology is a simple and
ffective way to obtain a dense membrane. Fig. 7(b) shows that the
BSC–BZCY cathode has a uniform porous microstructure, resulting
n low interfacial polarization resistance and high electrochemical
erformance.

[
[

[
[

15 �m thick BZCY membrane and (b) the PBSC–BZCY composite cathode.

4. Conclusions

The layered perovskite PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co2O5+ı (PBSC) was synthe-
sized by a modified Pechini process and characterized as a cathode
for IT-SOFCs using BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3−ı (BZCY) as the electrolyte.
The sintering conditions for the PBSC–BZCY composite cathode
were optimized. The lowest area-specific resistance and appar-
ent activation energy were obtained with the cathode sintered
at 1200 ◦C for 2 h. Cells with the optimized cathode and dense
BZCY electrolyte membrane showed very promising performance.
The maximum power densities of the PBSC–BZCY/BZCY/NiO–BZCY
cell with a 15 �m thick electrolyte were 0.179, 0.274, 0.395, and
0.522 W cm−2 at 550, 600, 650, and 700 ◦C, respectively. A relatively
low interfacial polarization resistance of 0.132 � cm2 at 700 ◦C indi-
cated that the PBSC–BZCY could be a good cathode candidate for
SOFCs using proton and oxide-ion mixed conducting BZCY elec-
trolyte.
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